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An expression is derived for the moment of inertia of odd nuclei, with the effect of pair cor
relation taken into account. The theory is compared with the experiments. 

IT is well known that in the mass number regions 
150 < A < 190 and A > 225 the atomic nuclei are 
deformed and have rotational levels in addition to 
single-particle levels. Experiments show that the 
moments of inertia of odd nuclei are larger than 
those of neighboring even nuclei on the average by 
10 - 20% in units of the moment of inertia for a 
solid, and in some cases by as much as 30 and 
even 60% (the ground state of Dy161 ). 

In a number of papers1 the formula for the mo
ments of inertia of even and odd nuclei was derived 
and the difference between them was calculated on 
the basis of the single-particle model, 2 but without 
taking consistently into account effects due to pair 
correlations. The inclusion of pair correlations 
substantially reduces the moment of inertia of the 
nucleus in comparison to the moment of a solid. 3•4 

In this work use is made of the Green's function 
technique for a finite system with an odd number 
of particles. 5 For the calculation of the moment 
of inertia we make use of the method developed 
by Migdal3 for even-even nuclei. 

The moment of inertia J is determined by the 
expression 

(1) 

where 

<Mx) = 2] Mft.· Pn .. 
I.. I.' 

is the average value of the projection of the angular 
momentum of the system on the x axis, which is 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis z of the nu
cleus; PA.A.' is the density matrix, and n is the 
angular velocity whose direction coincides with 
the x axis. In a previous paper by the authors5 

the density matrix PA.A.' (Eq. 25) for an odd sys
tem was calculated for a statistical perturbation. 
In the case of a rotation of the system the pertur
bation of the Hamiltonian, as was shown by Migdal, 3 

is of the form 

v = - v· = Mx n M I M eff' 

where M is the nucleon mass, Meff is the effec-

tive mass of the quasiparticle and for !::..' it is 
convenient to introduce the notation !::..' = if ( r) QM/ 

Meff· 
If we use the density matrix PA.A.' obtained in 

reference 5 to evaluate the expression (1) we ob-
tain 

J = ...., (EA Et..'- e:A e:A,- ~·)I M~t..' ,. - ~M~I .. ' fl .. '/..~ e 2Et.. E1,, (Et.. + Et..,) M eff 

+ _2]' 2 (E~. + et.. e:>.., +~·)I M~t.., 12 + ~ {JWAt.., f:>..,t.. + Mt..,t.. f~x) 
t.. E~,., (e~- e~,) (2)' 

where EA. =-..! E~ + t:,.2 , EA. is the single-particle 
energy measured from the chemical potential E0, 

and A.0 is the state occupied by the odd particle. 
The prime in the single summation over A. indi
cates that the state with energy EA. = EA. should be 
omitted. For a nucleus with N nucleo~s, !::.. is 
determined from the expression 

!!(N)= ~ )2E0 (N)-E0 (N+I)-E0 (N-1)1, (3) 

where E0 ( N) denotes the energy of the ground 
state of the system. The integral equation for f 
takes the form 

2 ·x ...., rp rp• (e~,.- e~,.,) fn, + 2~Mn, 
""-! 1.. 1..' 2E1..£t..' (E~,. + E,) 
).f..' ~ 

+ 2] E~,., Ei:,2 (rp~.. rp~. f 1..:>..,- Pt.., rp~ f ,_) 
'-<•~.=t),.,) 

+ , 'P1.. 'P~. (2E~,.,- e~,. + et..) [(e:>..- e~,..)' fn, + 2~M~~,..J f • E:>.., (et- e~) (e:>..,- e:~,.) 
, 'P1.., 'P~ (2E~,.,- e::>.., + et..) [(et..,- e~,.)2 h,x + 2~Mt,..l - f E~,., (et- e~) (e:~,.,- et..) = (~) 

The first term in this expression corresponds to 
the equation for f for an even-even nucleus, and 
the first term in (2) corresponds to the moment 
of inertia of such a nucleus. 3 

We write f as f = fO + f', where fO denotes 
the solution of the integral equation for an even
even nucleus. Insofar as Eq. (4) differs from the 
integral equation for f for an even -even nucleus 
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by the addition of a single summation over A. the 
modification of its solution will be quasiclassically 
small in comparison with fO (see Appendix). 
Therefore in the single summation over A. we may 
replace f by fO. Then expression (2) becomes 

J = Je (x) _ ~ LlM:.,,. f~').. M e 2£'- E,.- (£'- + £'-,) M eff 

'+ ~~ 2 (Et +a'- "'-• + il2) I M~).., [2 + tJ. (M~).., fL + M~,).. f~A) 
).. E).., (a~- •U 
M x-

Merr' 
(5) 

(6) 

Here K = {3w0 /2t::.., the parameter on which the mo
ment of inertia of an even-even nucleus depends, 3 

is evaluated for values of t::.. and f3 corresponding 
to the odd nucleus. From the integral equation (4) 
we obtain the following equation for f': 

+ ~~. fJ <~'" ~~.t~'"·- ~'"· rp;n.t.> 
<•~.=•~.,> 

+ l' q>" q>;, (2£1,, -e1. + •~.,) [(e"- e~.,\2 f~~.. + 2tJ.M~'-,I 
~ £ 1., (at-e~) (el.,- •~.) 

_ '\.l' q>1,, q>; (2£1.,- e1., + e1) [(e)..,- e/.)2 ~,1. + 2tJ.M~,J.I = O 

LJ E (e2 - e2 ) (e - e ) ),. ),, 1., A 1., I. (7) 

In this manner it is seen that J is independent of 
f' and there is no need for solving Eq. (7). 

A solution of the integral equation (8) for f0 

can be expressed in an analytic form only for an 
oscillator potential. In what follows we evaluate 
terms containing f0 for such a potential. Accord
ing to Migdal, 3 fO has the form 

/0 (r) =- (gl + g~) Mx (r) In (glvi + g2v~). 
sinh-~ 

g('i) = vVi +v2' gl = g(vt), g~ = g(v2), 

("'z- w11 ) (wz + "'y) 
'It = ::Ct. , '~2 = 2tJ. ' (12) 

where Wz, Wx = wy are the corresponding fre
quencies. By substituting (12) into (11) and setting 
EA.o = 0 we reduce (11) to the form 

(13) 

and the following equation for f0: 

2; rp>. (r) rp~, (r) [2~M~,,. 
},)..' 

(8) 

Multiplying Eq. (7) by fO and Eq. (8) by f' and 
integrating over r we obtain respectively 

(9) 

2; [2~M~"' t~'" 
)..)..' 

(10) 

It follows from Eq. (8) that the matrix fh' has 
the same symmetry properties as the matrix M~A.'. 
Therefore M~A.l~oA.- M~oA.fh0 = 0. Eliminating 
f' from the expression for the moment of inertia 
by making use of Eqs. (9) and (10) we find: 

(11) 

where VA,= EA,/21:::... 
In the quasiclassical approximation the nonvan

ishing matrix elements of M:x are equal in the rep
resentation ( nx, ny, nz). In the representation 
( N, nz, A, Q ), where N is the principal quantum 
number, and A and Q are the projections of the 
orbital and total angular momenta on the z axis, 
the quasiclassical equality of matrix elements will 
also hold provided that the degeneracy of energy 
levels in this representation is taken into account 
and the effective expressions I M~A.o l~ff are used, 
corresponding to the two possible transitions to the 
degenerate level. Then Eq. (13) becomes 

(14) 
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Insofar as M differs little from Meff we set in 
what follows M/Meff ~ 1. 

For deformed nuclei lit "' 1, gt "' 0.6, v2 "' 10, 
and g2 "' 0.03. It follows from Eq. (14) that terms 
connected with fl can be as large as 25% of the 
first term. However the dependence of these terms 
on lit is much weaker than that of the first term. 
In addition, it follows from Eq. (14) that the sum
mation over A. is important only within the one 
shell which contains the state A.0, because the 
principal contribution to J0 comes from 
terms corresponding to the minimal energy EA_. 

Let us consider the difference between the mo
ments of inertia of an odd nucleus and the neigh
boring even -even nucleus: 

oJ = Jo- Je= Je(Y.o)- Je(Y.e) 

(15) 

The last term in Eq. (15) is always positive. 
For an oscillator potential K = tiw0,B/26.. Since 
6.e > 6.0 , and ,B does not vary much between 
neighboring nuclei, we have in a majority of cases 
Ko > Ke and OJ > 0, in agreement with experiment. 
Let us estimate the dependence of the main term 
in oJ on the number of particles in the system, A. 
Since 

L]' J Mf,., 12 ~ A'1•, 81. ~ .:1 ~ 80A-'1•, 
A 

it follows that oJ"' A413/E0• The moment of iner
tia of a solid goes as Js "' A513/ Eo and therefore 

oJ I Is~ A-'1'. (16) 

The experimentally observed sharp jumps in 
oJ correspond to those cases when the odd particle 
occupies states which in the limit of small defor
mations go over into states with a large orbital an
gular momentum l. The dependence on l is par
ticularly clear in the example of a rectangular po
tential well, when 

s" + 8o = 8~ + ~ (m2; f2- 113r8~, 

where E~ is measured from the bottom of the 
well. In that case the main term in Eq. (15) has 
the form 

'OJ= [.:1[4 I 2 (~8~_)2] [l2 I m2- I]. 

This formula illustrates the strong dependence of 
the moment of inertia on the state occupied by the 
odd particle. 

We discuss next the limiting value of J. In the 
limit as 6. --. 0 ( v --. oo), according to Migdal, 3 

Je(K)--. Js, and the second term in Eq. (14) tends 

to zero. This is understandable since in the case 
of a solid OJ/ Js "' 1/ A and terms of this order 
in A are not included in our formula. 

Let us discuss the limitations on the permissi
ble values of the parameters ,B and 6. .imposed 
by the criterion of applicability of perturbation 
theory P~A.' « 1. We assume that 6. « EoA -t/3 

"' w0, which is always valid for a nucleus. Since 
the perturbation V goes as A213/J (where J 
"'A513/E0 ), it follows from the condition p~oA. 
« 1 that 

(17) 

For deformed nuclei these conditions are always 
satisfied ( ,B "' A -t/3, 6. "' EoA - 213 ) and, therefore, 
perturbation theory is applicable. 

The calculation of the difference of the moments 
of inertia of even and odd nuclei was carried out 
using the formula 

oJ = 2} 4~ I ~f.A 12 _ 2 (g: + g2) :~g2. [nz (N _ nz) -1- N + nz] 
A e;>. ~ (vlgl + v2g2)· 2 

(18) 

The main term in expression .(18) is the first term. 
It gives the principal dependence of oJ on the state 
of the odd nucleon A.0• In deriving it no specific 
form was used for the nuclear potential. It was 
therefore calculated using the wave functions for 
the Nilsson potential, 6 which gives a good descrip
tion of the state of the odd particle in a deformed 
nucleus. The second term in Eq. (18) was obtained 
by utilizing the oscillator potential. It contributes 
to oJ less than the first term ("' 25%) and, fur
thermore, depends rather smoothly on the state A.0• 

Therefore the evaluation of the second term util
izing asymptotic wave functions of a deformed os
cillator in the representation ( N, nz, A, Q) intro
duces no significant errors. 

Migdal3 obtained an expression for Je(K ), 
where K = tiw0,B/26. and tiw 0 = 41 A -t/3 Mev. 6 In 
order to calculate the difference Je( Ko) - Je( Ke) 
it is necessary to know 6.0 , 6.e, ,B0 , and .Be for 
neighboring nuclei. The quantity 6. may be ob
tained from data on nuclear masses and binding 
energies with an accuracy not better than 10 or 
15%. 7 In many cases, particularly for odd proton 
nuclei, the necessary data for 6. do not exist. 
Therefore in those cases 6. was found by interpo
lation. In those cases when one of the neighboring 
6.e and 6.0 could not be determined directly we 
made use of the relation 

11e = 11 o + I I Po, 

where Po is the density of single-particle levels 
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APPENDIX near the Fermi surface for particles of the given 
type. The values of {3 were taken from references 
2, 8, and 9. Values of {3 corresponding to the 
neighboring nuclei were used in those cases when 
{3 was not known. The results of a comparison 
of theory and experiment are shown in Tables I 
and II. It is seen that the theory gives a satisfac
tory description of the dependence of the moments 
of inertia of odd nuclei on the state occupied by the 
odd particle. In several cases such a comparison 
may be useful for a classification of the state oc
cupied by the odd nucleon in the Nilsson scheme. 
The tables also make it possible to estimate the 
quantity ~ in those cases when it is not known 
from other data. 

Let us find the solution of Eq. (7) for f' ( r), 
under the assumption that the nonvanishing matrix 
elements f~A.', similarly to f~A.', are quasi-clas
sically equal for a given A.. Then utilizing the 
'3,uasi-classical independence of qJA.qJt', MA.A.'• 
fA.A.', and fh, on A.' for a fixed A. and employ
ing the well known method3 for evaluating the sums 
we reduce Eq. (7) to the form 

1 
2 (vigl + v;g2) f' (r) p (e:0, r) 

1 ( 1 1 ) • f0 (r) I 'P;>., 12 

= M.> 2 + 2 Mx (r) I tp;>., 12 + 
~ ~ 4 

(A.l) 

The authors express their gratitude to S. T. 
Belyaev and A. B. Migdal for useful discussions. 

where p (Eo, r) is the density of particles with en
ergy E0• Introducing into Eq. (A.l) the expression 

TABLE I. Relative change of the moments of inertia for 
nuclei with an odd number of neutrons 

Classifica- &J(J ' % 
tion of the '*) s 
state occu- f3o f3e ~<g> Nucleus pied by the 

odd panicle Mev Mev Experi-1 Theory 
(N, n2 , A, 0) ment 

6 ,Gdtss 521" /z 0,31 0.3 1 1.15 26 22 
64Qdls7 521" 12 0,31 0.41 0.8 1 17 16 
66Dylst 6425;. 0.3 0.35 0,9 1.1 62 47 
MDyl61 52f3;. 0.3 0.35 0.9 1.1 15 14 
~6 Dylol 5235;. 0.3 0.35 0.9 1.1 13 17 
~6 Dytos 5235 12 0.3 0.36 0. 7 0.9 14 14 
<~sEr167 6337;. 0.29 0.33 0. 7 0.9 27 23 
70 Ybl7s 5125 12 0.28 0.31 0,6 0.8 7 9 
,.Hf177 5147 I 2 0.27 0.29 0.6 0.75 7 9 
72Hfl79 6249 lz 0.26 0.31 0.6 0.75 16 12 
~o Th••• 6335 12 0.22 0.22 0~65 0.85 23 21 
.o Th2st 6335 12 0.23 0.23 0,67 0.87 21 20 
•• u•ss 633512 0.24 0.24 0.43 0.67 17 16 
•• u•ss 631312 0.24 0.24 0.43 0:67 17 15 
~2u2s5 743712 0.24 0.24 0.62 0.81 22 22 
94pu•s• 743712 0:26 o;25 0.44 0.71 28 20 
.,Pu•n 6225 lz 0.27 0.27 0.35 0.44 7 5 
96Cm245 6247 lz o:26 0.26 0.5 0.7 8 5 

0.20 0.20 0.5 0.7 8 10 
•• em .. • 7349 /z 0,26 0.26 0.5 0.7 1!J 10 

0.20 0.20 0,5 0.7 19 20 

TABLE II. Relative change of the moments of inertia for 
nuclei with an odd number of protons 

~(p) ~(p) 
&J/Js., % 

Nucleus N, nz' A, 0 f3o f3e 0 e 

I 
Mev Mev Ex peri- Theory 

I 
ment 

67H0 ts5 5237 I 2 0.32 0.39 0.8 0.9 8 15 
•• Tmt•• 5237 I 2 0.35 o:34 0.78 0.9 13 21 
75 Re183 5149 I 2 0.21 0.23 0. 75 0.85 3 4 
7sReiB7 4025 ; .. 0.19 0.24 0.75 0.85 2 3 
91Pa•ss 6425 / 2 0.24 0.24 0.5 0.6 112 35 
oaNp237 6425 I 2 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.6 29 27 
oaNp239 €-425 12 0.26 0,26 o:5 0.65 33 29 
93Np237 5235;. 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.6 11 11 
osNp2SD 5235 /2 0.26 0,26 0.5 0.65 10 12 
osArn 241 523512 0.27 0.27 0,45 0.55 10 g 
osAm••a 5235 I z 0.27 0.27 0.45 0.55 11 g 
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for :fl(r) from Eq. (12) we obtain 

f' = Mx (r) [ 'l'i-, [2 (v~- •iJ (gtvi- g 2viJ 
:0~ 2P (to,r) viv~ (g1vi + g2v~) • 

Since p ( E0, r) depends on r only weakly we have 
p ( E0, r) V = p0, where Po is the level density at 
the Fermi surface, and V is the volume of the 
system. Since I <PA.o 12 is a rapidly oscillating 
function it may be replaced by 1/2V. Thus the ma
trix fh.' has the properties assumed in the deri
vation of f'(r). Estimating f' for v1 "' 1, v2 "' 10 
we find that 

f' I {0 z I I 2p0Ll ~ A-'1•. 

Consequently the function f' is quasiclassically 
small in comparison with ro. 
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